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In recent years, both the amount and the kind of the disputes on farmland are 
growing rapidly. How to handle these disputes has been on the highest priority for 
governments and courts, and has been strongly attracting the attention of academics, 
for these disputes are always twisted with the stability of countryside. Different from 
those studies which aim at putting forward specific solutions, this paper is intend to 
investigate the policy-orientated phenomenon in the resolution of farmland disputes, 
and then argues that when our courts focus on how to make a political right decision, 
they have no full consideration and detail assessment about some relevant factors, 
therefore they sometimes even make decisions which just do not fit in with the 
purposes of the policy. In addition to the preface and conclusion, the main content of 
this thesis is divided into four chapters. 
Chapter I will start from a case which concerns heirship of contractual 
management right，and the decision of which tends to be policy-orientated. By 
policy-orientated，it means that when courts find a hard case，they always first 
consciously figure out whether a special decision is fit with current rural policies, and 
if the answer is yes, they will render it the best solution to the case in-hand. 
In Chapter II, I will begin with three spheres, which are the flaws in current 
rural land law, the position of policy in village, and the function of court in deciding 
village -related cases, and then analyze the reason why the solution of farmland cases  
are policy-orientated. It seems that the phenomenon is unavoidable. 
Chapter III argues that in deciding a case concerning heirship of farmland 
contractual management right, the court had never thought to assess the feasibility of 
a decision and balance the cost and benefit, which would bring about converse effect. 
Chapter IV suggests that, as a consequence of theoretical analysis, the 
policy-orientated thinking drives the court to make a short-sight pragmatic judgment, 
and will bring a converse effect, therefore, it is necessary to examine the 
policy-orientated thinking and promote the effect of decision making. 
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